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Abstract
This paper investigates the impact of dynamic processes, including survivorship, as a possible reason
for the distribution skewness of star ratings in C2C platforms. We draw on actual Airbnb data covering
a time frame of 19 months from October 2015 to May 2017, comprising information on the listings’
number of ratings and average rating scores. Building on research approaches from empirical finance,
we find that rating distributions vary markedly when differentiated by underlying volume. While for few
ratings, basically the entire bandwidth of possible scores is represented, the distribution becomes narrower for larger numbers of ratings. Interestingly, this is not associated with changes in average rating
scores. Also, we observe higher churn rates for listings with lower rating scores. The market is growing
and exhibits high turnover rates of about 7% per month. Overall, we find that Airbnb’s rating score
skewness is caused by a multiplicity of influences, including survivorship and the constantly high market
share of new arrivals. We discuss our findings in view of the important role of star ratings as a popular
design element within the digital platform economy.
Keywords: Airbnb, Star ratings, Survivorship bias, Reputation, Trust
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1

Introduction

With more than 3 million listings and an evaluation of $30bn, Airbnb represents the single most important and successful platform for peer-based accommodation sharing (Airbnb 2017; Forbes 2017),
presumably for peer-to-peer based sharing in general. While it represents an interesting case as a business model and a field of application for many kinds of information systems in and by itself, it also
serves as a template for various other ventures, reflected in many startups’ claim to be “the Airbnb of
…” (Horton and Zeckhauser 2016). Its function as a role model makes Airbnb worth studying all the
more. This said, one of Airbnb’s central challenges and strengths is the maintenance of trust between its
users, between hosts and guests, that is (Gebbia 2016; Möhlmann 2015). One of the most salient and
disputed means to achieve this is Airbnb’s star rating system, where after a completed transaction, guests
rate their hosts on a scale between one and five stars.1 On each listing’s page, an averaged score of all
transactions is displayed, rounded to the half unit (Airbnb 2014; Zervas et al. 2015). Such ratings play
a central role for the formation of trust in electronic C2C commerce and hence the realization of transactions altogether (Ert et al. 2016; Zervas et al. 2015).
The literature on Airbnb reports highly skewed distributions of rating scores, where the great majority
of ratings is equal to or higher than 4.5 stars (Teubner et al. 2017; Zervas et al. 2015). This has raised
some doubts about the functionality and effectiveness of Airbnb’s reputation system, and it has almost
become a fashion to deride it as dysfunctional and ineffective (Wolff-Mann 2016). While this observed
skewness mostly remains a black box to date, recent literature has brought forward several possible
explanations, including customer self-selection, herding behavior, and non- or under-reporting of negative experiences. The latter may, in turn, be due to several reasons such as personal contact, reciprocity,
fear of retaliation, or publicity (Bridges and Vásquez 2016; Fradkin et al. 2017; Zervas et al. 2015).
While such candidate explanations are increasingly being discussed, little have they been examined
empirically. We suggest that reputation systems represent a fundamental component in the machine
room of today’s electronic commerce – in particular for peer-to-peer platforms with heterogeneous users, goods, and services. In this paper, we hence investigate the dynamics of Airbnb rating scores, presumably the most successful and influential peer-to-peer platform. Specifically, this paper’s research
objective is to explore how processes of survivorship shape the rating score distribution. The paper’s
main idea is that rating score distributions in peer-to-peer platforms are subject to survivorship bias,
driven by the assumption that better-rated providers exhibit lower probabilities to drop out of the market.
To do so, the paper draws on actual Airbnb data covering a time frame of 19 months from October 2015
to May 2017. The data comprises a total of 43,288 listings and their associated characteristics, particularly including number of ratings and average rating scores. We find that rating distributions differ
markedly when differentiated by their underlying volume, that is, on how many ratings they are based
on. While for few ratings, basically the entire bandwidth of possible scores is represented, the distribution becomes narrower for higher numbers of ratings. Interestingly, this does not go along with changes
in average rating scores. Also, we observe higher churn rates for listings with lower rating scores. Overall, the market is growing and exhibits high turnover rates. On average, 6.8% of all listings disappear
while at the same time, new listings in the amount of 8.5% of the population are entering the market –
every month(!). Overall, we find that Airbnb’s rating score skewness is caused by a multiplicity of
influences, including survivorship and the constantly high market share of new arrivals. The paper contributes to the literature by shedding light on an important pillar of electronic commerce, in particular
for C2C platforms, by means of empirical analysis. In doing so, we foster the understanding of the
intricacies of star ratings, reputation, and trust in electronic C2C commerce. This paper is among the
first to leverage actual Airbnb data over an extended period of time to consider provider reputation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the background of Airbnb,
its reputation and star rating system, as well as a theoretical conception of how listings and ratings
behave over time. Next, in Section 3, we describe our data model, our research approach, and our main
1

Note that hosts also rate guests. Numerical guest ratings, however, are not displayed on the platform and it is not entirely clear
what these ratings are used for (Airbnb 2016b).
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results. Moreover, we consider alternative explanations and present a first approach to predict churn.
Section 4 concludes this paper by a discussion of our findings in view of implications, limitations, and
potential for future work.

2

Theoretical Background and Related Work

Many papers on Airbnb report highly skewed rating score distributions, where the great majority of
ratings is equal to or higher than 4.5 out of 5.0 stars. Recent literature has brought forward several
possible explanations for this remarkable skewness. First, non- or under-reporting of negative experiences may cause an overly positive distribution (Fradkin et al. 2017). Under-reporting itself may have
various reasons. One suggestion is reciprocity which may lead guests and hosts to exchange utmost
positive reviews, regardless of their actual experiences (e.g., based on a tit-for-tat logic or on fear of
retaliation). Since 2014, however, Airbnb has made an important design change in this regard, where
ever since reviews are only revealed once both parties have bindingly submitted their respective assessments (Airbnb 2014). Reciprocity can thus be ruled out as a driver of distribution skewness.
More promising, the high degree of personal contact and interaction associated with staying at someone’s apartment may prevent all too critical assessments. Submitting a negative rating to someone with
whom one has spent time may simply feel socially awkward, like a “face-threatening act”, and hence let
users withhold their complaints (Bridges and Vásquez 2016; Ikkala and Lampinen 2015). As we demonstrate in Section 4, prior research and our data suggest that average rating scores and their distributions
differ only marginally between transactions with and without extended personal contact between host
and guest (4.707 vs. 4.690), rendering also this potential explanation rather unlikely.
Next, the public availability of reviews may impede guests from submitting negative reviews as they
would implicitly admit poor judgement with regard to their accommodation choice (Bridges and
Vásquez 2016). Also from a strategic perspective, all too critical reviews may impair their chances of
being accepted by future hosts; after all, who would want to rely on the judgement of a pedant (Mulshine
2015)? Note, however, that only text reviews were displayed publicly and can be associated with the
author. A listing’s star rating, in contrast, represented an aggregated (i.e., averaged and rounded) value
and it was not retrievable which guest submitted which rating exactly. Apparently, Airbnb has been
experimenting with this where for some users, individual star rating scores are now displayed.
Another possible explanation refers to Airbnb as a rather novel mode of consumption with mostly firsttime transactions (Teubner 2017). Compared to a hotel stay, guests on Airbnb may simply not exactly
know what to expect, and hence not have high expectations or standards which could be disappointed.
This may shift ratings toward the positive end of the scale. Systematic comparison of apartments that
are listed both on Airbnb and TripAdvisor in fact reveals a stronger positive bias in Airbnb reviews than
for the same apartments on TripAdvisor (Fradkin 2015). Similarly, comparing the platforms Airbnb and
Booking.com for several European cities, there occurs a consistent gap of 20% in the average score in
favor of Airbnb listings (Ert et al. 2016).
In this paper, we consider an additional potential explanation for the dynamics of rating scores. We
suggest that distinct survivorship processes may facilitate the large proportions of top-rated listings even
though the “initial” distribution may be much less skewed. That is, the large share of top-rated listings
may be partially attributable to increased survivorship of well-rated listings. We outline the theoretical
basis underlying this phenomenon in the following section.

2.1

Survivorship, regression toward the mean, and the law of large numbers

The theoretical conception of the survivorship bias is straightforward. Its main premise is that there
occurs a logical error when concentrating on objects or observations that emerged as a result of some
selection process and overlooking those that did not – typically due to their lack of visibility (Brown et
al. 1992). Given that most markets do not represent static constructs but are in a steady process of
change, survivorship bias applies when considering the prevalence of market players and player types.
In this sense, listings on Airbnb are subject to an ongoing selection process, where new listings enter the
market while others drop out. Prior research on reputation dynamics on Taobao.com (China’s largest e-
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commerce platform) has found that seller reputation has a positive effect on established sellers, whereas
it does not for new sellers in the sense that “at any point of time, better-reputed established sellers are
more likely to survive for another six months” (Fan et al. 2013, p. 4). Likewise, Cabral et al. (2010)
considered time series of eBay seller reputation and found that when a seller first receives negative
feedback, weekly sales dropped distinctly. Moreover, they found higher market exit rates for sellers with
low than for those with good reputation. This common-sense observation is theoretically underpinned
by signaling theory, linking the availability of reputation (i.e., signals) to the formation of trust
(Riegelsberger et al. 2005; Spence 2002). The theory assumes two parties with conflicting interests and
information asymmetry. It posits that sellers (or, more generally speaking, providers) can reduce information asymmetry and the associated uncertainty by providing signals, for instance, in the form of ratings by third parties (Basoglu and Hess 2014; Donath 2007; Dunham 2011). These will contribute to
building consumer trust and hence to a listing’s economic success.
For the dynamics of listings and rating scores on Airbnb, we assume that the principles of signaling and
survivorship are at work. In fact, high reputation was found to translate into tangible economic value,
where providers of well-rated listings charge higher prices for their offers (Ikkala and Lampinen 2015;
Teubner et al. 2017). Such findings are consistent with earlier work on seller reputation and auction end
prices on eBay, where better seller reputation is usually associated with higher end prices (Resnick et
al. 2006). Moreover, Airbnb listings with better ratings are found to attract more demand (i.e., .169
customers/month per star; Ke 2017). In contrast, lower scores force owners to set lower prices as they
are regarded as less trustworthy (Ert et al. 2016; Teubner et al. 2017). Providers with low reputation
may hence face lower chances of being booked and not be able to charge sufficiently high prices to
cover their cost or generate satisfying revenues. Moreover, Fradkin et al. (2017) report that Airbnb’s
ranking algorithm explicitly ranks down poorly rated hosts. As a consequence, we suggest that high
reputation (in the form of high star ratings) will increase a listing’s chances for economic success and
hence its likelihood to remain in the market. As a result, favorable (self-) selection – as opposed to
adverse selection (Akerlof 1970) – will create a tendency toward a prevalence of well-rated listings.
Other disciplines have been facing similar phenomena. In empirical finance, for instance, survivorship
bias has long been studied (Brown et al. 1992). In particular, the performance of fund managers is a
common subject of study and often analyzed over time to assess performance persistence. Usually the
goal is to make a deduction regarding future performance of a fund based on its past performance
(Grinblatt and Titman 1992). A crucial problem with such analyses results from the fact that investment
funds are taken out of business when their performance remains poor for several periods. Statistical
inference based upon samples which included funds that were present in earlier periods but ceased to
exist before the last period of the sample were found to bias the results. Survivorship bias was studied
intensively and databases widely used for investment fund performance analyses were adjusted as a
counter measure (Carpenter and Lynch 1999). We argue that previous findings about the survivorship
bias in research on investment funds might provide helpful insights and guidance for the analysis of
digital platform user characteristics and their performance. On platforms such as Airbnb, from the customers’ perspective, “performance” can be approximated by rating scores. Although the underlying
business, associated risks, and variability are different, the dynamics that induce a survivorship bias in
data samples exhibit vital similarities. For example, low performing funds are less frequently displayed
at crucial points of sale and public rankings just like low-rated users on digital platforms are likely to be
disadvantaged by filtering and sorting mechanisms (Fradkin et al. 2017). Eventually, in analogy to low
performing funds being taken out of business, hosts that exhibit low ratings may over time leave the
platform or become inactive due to lack of economic success.
Beyond processes of survivorship, we suggest that the reputational dynamics of Airbnb listings are subject to rather mundane statistical phenomena. In this regard, regression toward the mean refers to the
observation that if a variable is extreme on its first measurement, it will tend to be closer to the average
on the second measurement (Barnett et al. 2005; Bland and Altman 1994; Stigler 1997). Also, a high
standing rating may elicit customer expectations of an exceptionally good experience, which may effectively increase the chances of disappointment and, in turn, facilitate lower customer ratings. Likewise,
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if being booked at all, listings with low ratings may facilitate unexpectedly positive experiences. In either
case, the self-regulating dynamics of expectations drive the overall rating score towards moderate values. Moreover, the law of large numbers suggests that when repeatedly performing the same experiment
often enough (i.e., receiving a star rating), the average of these results converges towards the expected
value. Applied to ratings of Airbnb listings, this suggests that listings with ever-increasing review counts
will have a decreasing likelihood to exhibit the highest possible rating scores.
Hence, several statistical implications can be transferred from other domains to the case of Airbnb. First,
spurious performance persistence might be revealed and indicate that previous performance predicts
future performance to an unjustifiable degree. Second, performance of a survivorship biased sample
displays a J-shape of performance if plotted against initial period performance. This shape falsely indicates higher performance in later periods if performance was high in the initial period, hence leading to
an overestimation of persistence over time. Third, analyses of performance-conditioned samples might
be biased due to survivorship effects and the dropping out of low performing listings. In the following,
we hence scrutinize actual Airbnb panel data in view of how survivorship bias and related dynamic
phenomena affect the appearance of rating scores.

3

Data, Methods, and Results

The data was retrieved from InsideAirbnb.com (Cox 2017; Wired 2017). For 44 cities, InsideAirbnb
provides a detailed data set of all retrieved listings at that time, including various variables such as each
listing’s price, room type, rating score, and the number of ratings. For some of these cities, a monthly
data history is available. In view of rating scores, note that although Airbnb displays ratings on a scale
from 1 to 5 stars (rounded to the half unit), the underlying data is more fine-grained. It ranges on a scale
from 20 to 100 in steps of 1, where the interval [20, 24] corresponds to 1.0 star, [25, 34] to 1.5 stars, and
so on (see Teubner 2017 for details). In this paper, we focus on the Berlin data. Preprocessing yielded a
data structure as exemplified in Table 1 with a total of 43,288 distinct listings. Note that many listings
only started to occur in a later than the first time frame (e.g., first row). Others dropped out and did not
show up again (e.g., second row). Also note that for some listings, there occurred gaps, that is, time
frames with no data but with data before and after this time frame (e.g., third row). As a first step of
data preprocessing, such gaps were filled in order not to overestimate arrival and churn rates. Specifically, a gap between month i and i+x was filled by repeating the rating score of month i.
Listing ID
1
2
3
4
…
Table 1.

t1
—
80
75
60

t2
—
80
75
88

t3
96
80
75
95

t4
96
75
—
95

t5
97
65
75
97

…
96
65
80
98

t19
96
—
80
98

Data structure with indication of missing values, i.e., rating scores [20, 100]

As a next step, we consider the number of available listings in each period as well as the number of
appearing and disappearing listings, see Figure 1. Overall, the available number of listings is growing
by 1.6% per month on average. As indicated in Figure 1, there occurred some turmoil in 2016 due to the
commencement of a law in Berlin, restricting short-term rental (BATO 2016). Until May 2017, the
market has settled at just above 20,000 listings. Of these, 15,895 have a rating score, that is, have received at least one rating.
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20,000

15,000
#Listings

10,000

Arrival
Dropout

5,000

0

2015

Figure 1.

2016

2017

Overall number of Airbnb listings, arrivals, and market dropouts for Berlin.

Figures 2 depicts the distributions of (a) star rating scores and (b) number of ratings of the 20,576
listings available in the most recent data set (May 2017). It is important to note that there are listings
with no ratings and hence no rating score. The most common number of reviews is in fact “0”. The
overall mean is 16.69 with a standard deviation of 29.39 and a median of 6. With regard to star ratings,
the most common value is 5.0 stars (mean = 4.696, sd = .425, median = 5.0). The distribution is as
.20
1.00
follows:
.55 (5.0 stars), .33 (4.5 stars), .09 (4.0 stars), and .03 (≤3.5 stars). For the underlying detailed
rating score value, the mean is 93.39 with a standard deviation of 8.05 and a median of 95.
.15
Frequency

Frequency

.75

.50

.25

.10

.05

.00

.00
1

Figure 2.

2

3
Review score

4

5

0

25

50
75
Number of Reviews

100

(a) Distribution of star rating scores; (b) Distribution of number of reviews.

Interestingly, listings receive .77 new ratings each month on average (sd = 1.61, max = 47). Given that
about half of all requests are accepted by Airbnb hosts and that only about half of all stays are reflected
in reviews (estimates vary between 30% and 70%), this yields 3 incoming booking requests per month
on average (Cox 2017; Edelman et al. 2017; Fradkin 2015).

3.1

Differentiation of rating scores

We now take a closer look at the distribution of rating scores when the distribution is differentiated by
the underlying number of ratings. Figure 3 depicts these distributions with the rating score flipped to the
y-axis. In Figure 3(b), from left to right, the number of ratings increases where each bin has twice the
size of the preceding one. All corresponding values are provided in Table 1. As can be seen from this,
the rating scores’ range decreases from 80 (=100–20) to 24 (=99–75). Similarly, the interquartile range
(IQR) decreases from 20 (=100–80; 1 rating) to 5 (=96–91; ≥64 ratings). At the same time, the correlation between rating score and number of ratings is insignificant, that is, a listing’s rating score does not
linearly depend on the underlying number of ratings (r = –.013; n.s.)
Result 1: For increasing numbers of ratings, the distribution of rating becomes narrower (i.e.,
smaller inter-quartile range) and transitions from multi- to unimodality while retaining
its mean (see Figure 3 and Table 2).
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100

100

80

80

75%Q
Mean
25%Q

Rating Score

Rating Score

Minimum

60

60

40

40

20

20

[1, 2)

0

2

4

[2, 4)

#Reviews
[1, 2)
[2, 4)
[4, 8)
[8, 16)
[16, 32)
[32, 64)
[64, 128)
[128, ∞)
All

Table 2.

3.2

[8, 16) [16, 32) [32, 64) [64, 128) [128, inf)

Number of Reviews (bins)

log( #Reviews )

Figure 3.

[4, 8)

6

(a) Scatter plot of listings (x = log(#reviews), y = ratings score [20, 100]). Bubble size
indicates number of listings on particular position; (b) Rating score distributions, differentiated by underlying number of reviews (bins), including indications of mean, interquartile range, and minimum values.

N
2,464
3,298
3,193
2,659
1,958
1,365
715
243
15,895

Mean
93.35
93.54
93.40
93.55
93.21
93.29
92.92
93.17
93.39

SD
12.70
9.30
7.30
5.68
4.93
4.43
4.14
4.19
8.05

IQR
20
10
10
7
6
6
5
5
10

Min
20
20
20
62
71
72
75
75
20

25%
80
90
90
91
91
91
91
91
90

Median
100
100
95
95
94
94
94
94
95

75%
100
100
100
98
97
97
96
96
100

Max
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
99
100

Key indicators of rating score distribution for different review counts (May 2017).

Dynamics of rating scores

As a next step, we consider transitions between the possible rating score “states” of a listing. Here, a
state refers to a listing’s star rating score, where all scores of 3.5 stars or less are aggregated into a joint
category. We can now compute the state transition probabilities based on the observed data. These values indicate, for instance, how likely a listing with 4.5 stars is to increase/decrease its rating to 5.0/4.0
stars in the subsequent month. Also, this yields a differentiated set of churn rates, that is, the probabilities
of a listing dropping out of the market, depending on its rating score. Moreover, we obtain an assessment
of the probabilities for different star ratings of newly arriving listings. A summary of these state transitions is depicted in Figure 4(a). As can be seen there, the highest values pertain to listings retaining their
rating scores (values between 80.5% and 89.1%). A new listing entering the market has a probability of
60.9% to be rated 5.0 stars, 19.9% for 4.5 stars, 14.6% for 4.0, and 4.6% for 3.5 stars or less (values
printed in blue). With regard to churn, lower rating scores are associated with higher churn rates (7.1%
< 7.4% < 8.2% < 11.6%). Thus, listings with 3.5 stars or less exhibit 63% higher churn rates than those
with 5.0-star ratings.
Result 2: Listings with lower star rating scores exhibit higher churn rates, that is, a higher probability to drop out of the market in the subsequent month.
Now, this network of states and state transitions can effectively be understood as a Markov chain. Markov chains enable to model and quantify the described dynamics (Gagniuc 2017). Here, the population
of listings is assumed to be distributed across different states, which reflect rating scores (i.e., 5.0, 4.5,
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and so on). It is then assumed that, depending on a listing’s state, it has certain probabilities of transitioning into another state (e.g., from 4.5 to 5.0 stars, or from ≤3.5 stars to “out of business”). Applying
a Markov chain model, the steady state distribution will then depend on the transition probabilities between states, churn and arrival rates, as well as the overall magnitude of supply growth, stagnation, or
decrease. Assuming a constant rate of new arrivals, the Markov process converges against a “steady
state” which represents a certain distribution of star rating scores.

Figure 4.

(a) State transition network (partial); (b) Approximation of steady state distribution.

As depicted in Figure 4(b), the steady state proportions are ≤3.5: 2.5%, 4.0: 9.6%, 4.5: 35.4%, 5.0:
52.5%. These values (obtained through the Markov process) almost perfectly replicate the observed
distribution of rating scores. As an assessment of distribution skewness, we employ Fisher-Pearson coefficient of skewness G1 (Doane and Seward 2011), which is G1steady = 41.29. Note that this steady state
distribution is much less extreme than that of new arrivals (G1new = 93.93). In particular, note that the
proportion of 5.0-star ratings is lower than in the initial proportion. Thus, although natural selection
processes have an impact on the development of the overall rating score distribution (see Results 1 and
2), it cannot be concluded that this (alone) governs the observed distribution’s skewness.
While a detailed assessment of all involved processes in beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly
outline two additional relevant aspects in this regard. First, in every period, a significant set of new
arrivals enters the market (8.5%). The specific distribution of these new listings hence represents a constant and formative factor for the overall distribution. Second, processes of mean regression and the law
of large numbers most certainly have a mitigating effect on the distribution. This is reflected in the state
transition probabilities depicted in Figure 4(a). Here, the 3.6% transitioning from 5.0 to 4.5 star ratings
has a much larger impact than the 3.3% moving from 4.5 to 5.0 stars.
Result 3: Survivorship bias alone does not explain Airbnb’s rating score skewness since a) the
distribution of first ratings is already highly skewed and b) additional processes overlay
the effects of survivorship on rating distribution.

3.3

Predicting churn

We now take a closer look at churn rates. As described above, churn refers to a listing which drops out
of the market (for good). The analysis revealed that lower rating scores imply higher churn rates. Beyond
rating scores, we take the control variables price, number of ratings, and room type (i.e., entire apartment
or private room) into account. These variables are used as independent variables within a logistic regression to predict churn, where the churn indicator is “1” if in time step t to t+1 the listing drops out of
the market, and “0” otherwise. As summarized in Table 4, this analysis confirms and corroborates the
robustness of the findings outlined above. Specifically, higher rating score values have a significant and
negative effect on churn (b = –.019, p < .01). Also, churn rates appear not to depend on price or apartment type. Furthermore, the number of ratings has a significant effect on churn, where larger numbers
imply lower churn rates (b = –.003, p < .05). This analysis corroborates this paper’s finding that lower
ratings are associated with churn – also when controlling for number of ratings, room type, and price.
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3.4

Other explanations

The literature suggests the high degree of social interaction between hosts and guests as a potential
driver of high ratings and hence rating distribution skewness (e.g., Bridges and Vásquez 2016). To address this possible alternative explanation, we leverage the fact that listings on Airbnb can be differentiated by type. While “entire homes/apartments” refer to listings that are rented out entirely and hence
host and guest only meet for key exchange (if at all), “private rooms” refer to guest rooms within the
host’s apartment (typically with shared bathroom, kitchen, etc.), rendering the personal and social dimension much more prevalent (Ikkala and Lampinen 2015). Note that Airbnb’s third category (“shared
rooms”) plays a negligible role. We compare the rating distributions for listings from the “entire
homes/apartments” category (51.6%) with those from the “private room” category (47.2%). Systematic
rating differences due to social interaction during the stay should be reflected in the differentiation of
these accommodation categories. A first visual assessment shows that both distributions look quite similar, where, in fact, private rooms exhibit a higher proportion of 5.0 star ratings (57.3% vs. 53.8%) and
a lower proportion of 4.5 star ratings (31.2% vs. 34.8%) (see Figure 5). A two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test suggests the distributions to be different (D = .040, p < .001). Considering average values
for the two categories, we find the private room ratings to be slightly higher than those for entire apartments (4.707 vs. 4.690 stars). An independent sample t-test as well as a (non-parametric) Wilcoxon test
both yield a significant difference (delta = .017 stars, T = 2.571, pt-test = .0104; W = 29846000, pWilcoxon
< .001), but the effect size is small (Cohen’s d = .043).
Entire home/apt m = 4.690

Private room m = 4.707
.50
Frequency

Frequency

.50

.25
.00

.25
.00

1.0

Figure 5.

2.0

3.0
4.0
Review score

5.0

1.0

2.0

3.0
4.0
Review score

5.0

Comparison of rating distribution by room type.

To control for potential confounding effects (entire apartments may be systematically more expensive,
exhibit more/less reviews, etc.), we conducted an additional linear regression (Table 4). This revealed
that when controlling for price and number of reviews, room type does not have a significant effect on
rating score. Thus, overall, social interactions during the stay do not appear to be the reason for rating
skewness. These results echo prior findings in this regard. Specifically, based on 2.3 million Airbnb
listings, Ke (2017) report an average rating of 4.67 stars with little to no differences in the star rating
distribution when differentiated by room type. Also Teubner et al. (2017) report insignificant correlation
between room type and rating scores.
DV: Churn (0/1)
Independent variable
Scale
Coef. Sig.
Rating score
[20, 100]
–.019 **
Number of ratings
>= 0
–.003 *
Room type (entire apt = 1, private room = 0)
–.134
Price
(EUR)
–.001
Intercept
–1.383 ***
Table 4.
Regression summaries (*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05)

DV: Rating score
Coef. Sig.
– –
–.003
–.248
–.002 **
93.486 ***
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4

Discussion and Conclusion

Akerlof (1970)’s “market of lemons” exemplifies that markets with information asymmetry between
providers and consumers may fail if providers cannot reliably signal quality. Since markets such as
Airbnb exist, function, and flourish, the reputation of a provider gained through prior transactions does
evidently represent a mechanism by which information about the provider’s behavior can be credibly
communicated to consumers. The provider’s reputation as a signal reduces information asymmetries
and thereby allow the market to function (Melnik and Alm 2002). Given this distinct role of reputation,
it is important to understand how the systems and mechanisms employed to build and manage reputation
work in general, and for specific applications in particular. Star rating systems (usually based on scales
from 1 to 5 stars; Airbnb 2016a) represent one such system with extensive adoption in practice.
For providers, consumers, and platform operators, it is hence crucial to understand the meaning rating
scores actually carry and how they emerge dynamically over time – potentially explaining much of what
is casually referred to as the ratings’ skewness. This paper hence follows a longitudinal approach which,
to the best of our knowledge, is the first to do so for Airbnb. A growing body of recent work has leveraged “snapshots” of Airbnb, for instance, of listings (e.g, Edelman and Luca 2014; Ke 2017; Teubner et
al. 2017) or reviews (e.g., Bridges and Vásquez 2016; Brochado et al. 2017). Time-series-based approaches such as the present one allow to investigate phenomena such as survivorship processes. Understanding the intricacies and implications of market survivorship processes is thereby practically important in at least two ways. First, an all too naïve assessment of immediate market data will yield
spurious analyses and biased conclusions as it tends to focus on a special subset of the data (e.g., successful funds or listings). Second, customer churn represents a threat to basically all businesses. For
Airbnb alike, it is hence essential to understand when, how, and why providers drop out of the market
as these do not simply represent “customers” but the very pillar of Airbnb’s (platform-) business model.
In this regard, we find a remarkable turnover rate of 7% per month and observe that churn rates are
higher for low rated listings. This association of churn and rating scores is robust against controlling for
other explanatory factors such as price, room type, and number of listings. Importantly, our findings
may actually underestimate actual churn rates as we conceptualized churn as the permanent disappearance of a listing from the market. Many listings, however, may simply remain “dead” on the platform
and may not be removed or deactivated (since there is no incentive for hosts to actually do so). Future
work may attempt to identify and control for such non-active listings. Moreover, anecdotal evidence
suggests that hosts who received low ratings may abandon their present account and open a new account
for the same apartment, thus enabling a fresh start. This may, to some extent, also explain the high rates
of churn and arrivals. Future work should attempt to identify and re-connect these “follow-up” listings.
Recent research sets out to predict how many new transactions a listing generates based on its properties
(e.g., star rating, number of past transactions), suggesting that a difference of one star is associated with
an additional .16 transactions per month on average (Ke 2017). Given that an average listing exhibits
.77 transactions per month, having a five- rather than a four-star rating yields a difference of over 20%.
In view of survivorship processes, we find that such processes do play a role for star ratings on Airbnb,
reflected by increasing churn rates for listings with lower ratings. Other processes, however, play a
countervailing role and appear to dominate the picture insofar as that the distribution of new arrivals has
higher skewness than the overall distribution. Survivorship bias alone does hence not explain Airbnb
rating score skewness. When differentiated by their number of ratings, the picture is unambiguous (see
Figure 3). Rating distributions become narrower (i.e., lower IQRs) and unimodal for higher numbers of
ratings. For Airbnb listings, roughly speaking, it is hence either up or out. Moreover, while of course
Airbnb’s rating score distribution is far from uniform, the popular narrative that “all ratings are 5 stars
anyway” must be rejected. After all, the scale allows for (apparently sufficient) differentiation.
Our findings are consistent with the those from empirical finance. High star rating listings seem to exhibit a high performance over time, that is, performance persistence. This relationship, however, might
be biased due to the survivorship processes in the sample. A large number of accounts might have
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dropped out at the time the snapshot was taken and hence the sample might be biased by the large
proportion of surviving units. Given these initial indications of survivorship bias being present, we argue
that other analyses of digital platform data might be subject to the bias and hence exhibit spurious correlation findings. We call for future research on generalizable insights regarding potential survivorship
sample biases on C2C platforms. A holistic, clear, and statistically sound picture of the implications for
inferences based on survivorship-biased samples are crucial foundations of guidelines for future empirical work based on data from digital platforms.
Future work may, for instance, apply hidden Markov models, a variant of Markov models in which the
modeled system is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved states. This appears well-suited to
capture the notion that we can only observe an indirect proxy for quality (i.e., rating score) whereas the
listings’ actual (underlying) quality cannot be directly observed. Moreover, we call for future work to
use the available data on InsideAirbnb.com or proprietary data sets to compare, replicate, and put the
findings presented in this paper into (a global) perspective. Specifically, InsideAirbnb provides continuous chronological data for several other cities (e.g., New York City, San Francisco, Vienna). This
seems to be particularly appropriate as there does exist systematic structure within rating scores across
cities and regions (Dann et al. 2017). Airbnb listings in US and Canadian cities exhibit particular high
scores. Also prices in North America are systematically higher in comparison to other regions. Moreover, the cities’ and regions’ Airbnb penetration (listings per 1,000 inhabitants) varies considerably. Values range from 1.6 (Manchester) to above 25 for Copenhagen (26.9) and Paris (25.2).
Overall, this paper must be seen as a first approach and future work is needed to substantiate, qualify,
and extend our findings and method. For instance, a two-dimensional conception of Markov states (rating score and volume) may provide further insights since – as we have shown in the brief regression
analysis on churn (Table 4), dropout rates do not only depend on rating quality but on quantity too. Note,
in this regard, that higher underlying numbers of ratings will make the overall score more robust against
single low evaluations. In this sense, an average star rating of 5.0 based on 3 ratings will drop to 4.0 in
reaction to a spiteful or accidental 1-star rating. In contrast, with a basis of 15 ratings, the displayed
score remains at 5.0 (i.e., rounded up from 4.75). Hence, listings with larger numbers of rating build up
immunity against negative outliers. Thus, there is virtue in having many ratings (outlier immunity). But
of course, there is also value in the very first ratings. In this sense, Livingston (2005) found that eBay
seller profit highly when they receive first positive evaluations but that marginal returns to additional
reviews are severely decreasing. This paramount importance of first reviews may be instrumental in
explaining why the distribution of ratings of new arrivals on Airbnb is as skewed as it is. In a way, the
first visual assessment sets a decisive switch for the economic path of listings and hosts (see also Gutt
and Herrmann 2015).
The debate around five-star rating systems has revealed a great amount of customer confusion in perceptions of what is and should be considered a good rating score at all. For the TIME, Ethan WolffMann (2016) nicely put it by stating that “at some point, maybe around when orange became the new
black, four stars became the new zero.” For star ratings as a design element of two-sided platforms, it is
hence crucial to develop a clear understanding of the meaning of ratings and scores since otherwise,
they will degenerate into pixels with zero practical value. With this paper, we intend to contribute to the
ongoing debate by leveraging empirical data and developing novel insights based on temporal dynamics,
which we believe is instrumental for understanding not only the whats and wheres of star rating systems,
but also its hows and whys.
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